FALL FISWG/NCMS Virtual Training Event

November 9, 2023

Event location: Carley Corporation
12802 Science Drive, Orlando, FL 32826

RSVP for in-person attendance: spencer.d.bennett@lmco.com

8:00-8:30 Virtual attendees: Log into the NCMS link for the event
In-person attendees: Check in at registration table to get badge

8:30-8:45 Opening Remarks- Rob Gerardi, Chairperson

8:45-9:45 CDSE Cyber Security Courses and Overview
An overview of courses and programs CDSE has for your cybersecurity teams.
Mr. Curtis Cook, Cybersecurity Curriculum Manager-CDSE, DCSA

9:45-10:00 Break

10:00-11:00 Security Violation and Infraction Overview
Overview on how to conduct an investigation for a security violation, incident and infraction.
Mr. Steve Fulton, FSO, LMRMS
Mr. Jon Bartley, Investigator, LMRMS

11:00-11:15 Break

11:15-12:15 DCSA Industrial Security Operations Overview
An overview of current and future operations of DCSA.
Mr. Matthew Roche, Operations Division Chief, DCSA

12:15-1:15 Lunch
NCMS FL Sun Coast
Chapter Mtg 12:30-1:10pm

1:15-4:15 Overview of UL 2050 and UL 681 requirements and standards for IDS
An overview of what you need to know for alarm monitoring standards, UL 2050 and UL 681.
Nicholas Mirus, Senior Alarm Auditor, Underwriters Lab (UL Solutions)

4:15 Closing Remarks